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In a rapidly evolving business environment, certain
elements remain timeless in their significance. The purity
of a gleaming floor, the freshness of a meticulously
cleaned carpet - these are the hallmarks of a commercial
space that exudes professionalism and attention to detail.
For ten years, Clean Floors & More has embraced these
values, ensuring businesses along the 422 Corridor and
its surrounding areas have a foundation of cleanliness
upon which they can grow.

Rooted in Community, Driven by Family
At the heart of Clean Floors & More lies a story of a

committed husband-and-wife team, our journey over the
past decade has been a collaborative relationship with the
community. We aren’t just a business operating in Berks;
we are part of its fabric, interwoven with its businesses
and families. As a local family-owned entity, every client
is a neighbor, every project a personal mission.

The Legacy of Cleanliness
In the world of commercial spaces, cleanliness

signifies professionalism, meticulousness, and respect for
both employees and visitors. It creates an ambiance that’s
conducive for productivity and reflects the values of the
establishment. With a decade under our belt, Clean
Floors & More has become synonymous with this level of
cleanliness.

The Value of Experience
There’s an undeniable wealth in experience. Over our

ten-year journey, Clean Floors & More has faced various
challenges — from dealing with the most stubborn floors
and stains to adapting to new cleaning technologies.
With every challenge, we have learned and evolved.
Each experience has not only enhanced our technical
prowess but also enriched our understanding of our
clients’ needs. We’ve come to recognize that every
business has its unique requirements, and a one-size-fits-
all approach is not always the answer. Customization is
the key, and we pride ourselves on our ability to tailor
our services to perfectly align with the specific demands
of each client.
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“Your Business will sparkle, 

and you will be pleased… 

We Guarantee it.”

Our nightly janitorial service will

thoroughly clean your building and

with Ecolab EPA-Registered 3-in-1

Cleaner and Disinfectant approved by

the EPA for use against COVID-19. As

an additional preventative measure

Clean Floors & More offers Electrostatic

Disinfecting with Vital Oxide.

From nightly cleaning services to

commercial floor and carpet cleaning,

TOP PRIORITY is our dedication to

doing a perfect job - consistently

every time. The Clean Floors & More

cleaning specialists go through

extensive training and their work is

monitored by technology to ensure

more than satisfactory results.  

A Forward-Thinking Approach
As Clean Floors & More sets its sights on the future, our

mission remains steadfast. We aim to be more than just a
cleaning service; we seek to be partners in your business’s
journey. A well-maintained commercial space can boost
morale, improve health, and enhance the overall image of
a company. Recognizing this, our team is continually
updating its skills, equipment, and methodologies to stay
ahead of the curve.

Our Ideal Partners: Are You One?
In our decade-long journey of serving the community,

we’ve come to understand the unique cleaning demands
of various sectors. Our expertise makes us an excellent fit
for private schools and daycares where cleanliness direct-
ly impacts the health and well-being of young minds.
Senior living communities trust us to provide the
thoroughness required to ensure the safety and comfort
of their residents. Apartment complexes and hotels,
where first impressions can make or break a guest’s
experience, rely on our meticulous floor and carpet
cleaning to keep their reputation pristine.

Furthermore, our robust capacity and advanced
techniques make us the preferred choice for mid to large
size commercial spaces that require consistent quality
across vast areas. When you belong to these sectors and
value unparalleled cleanliness, Clean Floors & More
stands ready to exceed your expectations.

Inviting Collaboration
In celebrating our decade-long journey, we extend an

invitation to businesses that value pristine environments.
We welcome collaborations, aiming to create spaces that
make lasting impressions. To discover more about our
offerings and our commitment to excellence, visit
www.cleanfloorsandmore.net.
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